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05:59



SNORELAX 
Snorelax  app analyzes real-time traffic and congestion 
patterns on your route to calculate the time  needed to get to 
work and to wake you up earlier if there are any traffic delays



07:26



ALFA BANK 

Alfa-Bank introduced a savings account that rewards 
customers for taking physical exercise. For every step they take, 
the bank will transfer between 1 and 50 Russian kopeks from 
their existing account into the high interest savings account 
not otherwise available.



07:37



YANDEX.TAXI 
Yandex.Taxi introduced two driverless cars to Innopolis. 
Residents could book the vehicles to travel between residential 
areas and the business center, university or sports stadium.



08:52



STASH 

Stash is an app and website designed to simplify investing. 
Starting from as little as USD 5, investments can be selected 
based on a user's interests (such as technology or renewable 
energy, for example), with regular tips and advice on offer to 
help people as they invest.



09:00



GOLDILOCKS
Linked to a smartphone app, Goldilocks’ sensors track heat, 
light and noise. Users enter their working preferences and 
are then directed to the place that best fits the criteria.



16:45



STORKCARD
StorkCard uses AI to predict future expenses and helps 
prepare you by creating savings goals. The card offers 
cashback rewards with family & baby retailers and allows to 
share the cost of big purchases with family & friends.



22:00



BYCYCLING
ByCycling is an automatic Day-to-Day cycling tracker that 
inspires you to switch wasted time in traffic for active time 
when commuting. Ride your bike to work and earn cash or 
extra days off as part of your employer's commuter benefit 
program.
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